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The history of the Jews in Lithuania spans the period from the 8th century to the present day. There is still a
small community in that country, as well as an extensive Lithuanian Jewish diaspora in Israel, the United
States and other countries. For more detail, see Lithuanian Jews
History of the Jews in Lithuania - Wikipedia
In 1569 the Union of Lublin granted the southern Lithuanian-controlled Ruthenian voivodeships of Volhynia,
Podolia, BracÅ‚aw and Kievâ€”to the Crown of Poland under the agreement forming the new
Polishâ€“Lithuanian Commonwealth.Kingdom of Poland was already controlling several Ruthenian lands
which formed the voivodeships of Lviv and Belz. Although the local nobility was granted full rights ...
Khmelnytsky Uprising - Wikipedia
The Soviet Union was formed with U.S. and European Banking Money. Jews from NYC were shipped there
in 1917 to run the new communist regime, setting up the profitable international banks to support and gain
profit from it.
Jew Watch - Jewish Occupied Governments - USSR - Jews and
DR KEVIN MACDONALD, AUTHOR, PSYCHOLOGIST AND HISTORIAN, is a Professor of Psychology at
the California State University in Long Beach California. Kevin MacDonald, PhD: Ever since the founding of
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) in 1909, Jewish organizations
have ...
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